
Yorkstone   2110



Bringing together realistic stone hues and natural rock formation patterns, Yorkstone 
provides a practical yet striking floorcovering suited to both clean and contemporary 
setting as well as classically styled interiors. 

Yorkstone    2110

50 x 33.3cm



Limestone   2111



Seeking inspiration from natural rock and stone formations, the classic Limestone styling 
of this contemporary floorcovering provides the perfect base for any modern household. 
The subtle detailing and tonal variations replicate the appearance of natural Limestone, 
whilst remaining fresh and clean. 

Limestone    2111

50 x 33.3cm



Peakmore Sandstone   2112



Peakmoor Sandstone recreates the organic beauty of quarried sandstone. 
Using a smaller tile pattern, Peakmoor Sandstone has been designed to 
compliment both traditional and modern interiors, providing a fresh neutral 
base for any colour scheme.  

Peakmore Sandstone    2112

23.5 x 23.5cm



Farmhouse Terracotta   2113



This traditional small tile pattern contains a variety of warming umber and 
orange tones that come together with all of the natural beauty of terracotta. 
Whether you have a classic rustic interior or simple contemporary space, our 
Farmhouse Terracotta pattern helps make a house a home.

Farmhouse Terracotta   2113

16.5 x 16.5cm



Black Slate   2114



The stylish and attractive brickwork design of Black Slate, together with its crisp black and 
grey tones and pale grout lines gives any interior a modern yet elegant finish. The natural grain 
of this popular stone floorcovering has been expertly recreated, creating an intense platform 
for furnishings and fabrics. 

Black Slate   2114

50 x 33.3cm



Polished Concrete   2118



Polished Concrete is a contemporary floorcovering designed to evoke a fashionable 
loft-apartment style in an easy-to-fit, practical format. The cool grey tones 
combined with warmth and comfort underfoot makes Polished Concrete a realistic 
yet practical alternative to real concrete in your home. 

Polished Concrete   2118



Grey Flagstone   2119



A modern flooring design that is growing in popularity, Grey Flagstone recreates the 
dramatic effect of concrete in a large square set tile. Blending deep grey and paler 
hues with a light grout line, Grey Flagstone has been designed to give any interior a 
striking, up-to-date and clean finish.

Grey Flagstone   2119

40 x 37.5cm



Riviera Taupe   2116



The light auburn and beige layered tones of Riviera Taupe come together to create 
an elegant pattern. This attractive textured design creates a complex and elegant 
floorcovering that is both stylish and fresh, making it suitable for any room in your home. 

Riviera Taupe   2116



Riviera Sands   2115



Riviera Sands is a delicate pattern that combines textured swirls and veins of varying 
tones to create a subtle overall decoration. The layers of neutral sand and warming 
golden hues contained in this floorcovering make Riviera Sands an ideal choice for any 
home interior from classic time-honoured design to modern living. 

Riviera Sands   2115



Riviera Bluebell   2117



Drawing from the natural splendour of spring, Riviera Bluebell contains distinctive blue, 
grey and lilac tones that combine beautifully to create an attractive floorcovering. 
The practical yet striking pattern is suited to both fashionable high-design settings as 
well as classically styled interiors. 

Riviera Bluebell   2117



Linear Ivory   2120



The subtle appearance of Linear Ivory is designed to complement an array of interior 
styles. The soft ivory tones overlaid with linear markings of delicate blues and greys give 
the floorcovering texture and depth, whilst providing a smooth overall finish that’s the 
perfect backdrop to any furniture or personal touches.

Linear Ivory   2120



Linear Fawn   2121



The combination of honey, beige and gold tones in Linear Fawn come together 
beautifully to create an effect that is both eye-catching and attractive. Layers of colour 
are blended to create the illusion of depth, whilst the textured surface complements the 
linear grain of the pattern. 

Linear Fawn   2121



Linear Charcoal   2122



Linear Charcoal contains a striking contrast of multi-layered grey hues, brought together 
to create an abstract pattern that will bring any interior right up-to-date. Designed 
as a stunning base for a modern, contemporary living space, Linear Charcoal help you 
achieve a high-design finish in your home.

Linear Charcoal   2122




